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LIVING LIFE
Rev. Gyomay M. Kubose

Living life is everyone's concern and itself; therefore, there is meaning and
is the most important con@rn. I won- joy of life regardless of the condider how many people are really liv- tion, time, and place.
ing life. Are you living or merely exAll must live life - his own life.
isting? The real joy andpeace of life But this very personal life is notjust
are based on living life. As we wel- isolated and independent. The true
come a new year, I would like to look life is always one with the universal
into this imporhnt matler of life.
life, yet is uniquely independent at
As I see it, many people who are the same time. The fue life is never
vimpatient, nervous, al, ways complainsacrificing nor being sacrificed. The
ing, tired, bored, and indifferent are true life is always creative and unnot living life. On the contrary, one folds from within. Therefore, it is an
who is living life is bright, vibrant, art of life. One is an artist of life
creative and unfolding from within, whatever one's occupation is.
and he feels the meaning of life and
In a garden there are roses,
enjoys his work.
gladioli, marigolds, lilies, and cosOne day Buddha came to a cer- mos. They are all independently
tain village where he saw three brick- beautiful; yet together, in harmony,
layen working. He asked one, "What they also make the whole garden
are you doing?" The answer was, "I beautiful and in each separate seaam laying bricks.
Buddha then son. Some grow tall, some climb and
asked the second man what he was others creep; all have their places and
doing. He answered, "I am making each is beautiful in its place. There
money." When Buddha went to the is no superiority complex or inferithird man andasked him what hewas ority complex. There is no envy or
doing, the third man looked at the jealousy. Lifejust tulfills itself. Life
Buddha and said, "I am building a is sometimes tough and sometimes
temple. " His face was bright and full soft. Lifejustis. Beit.
of hope. Hewas living.
Red flowers have red light; yelOnly when one lives his life does low flowers have yellow light; green
know
its meaning, and compen- flowers have green light; and white
..-..1e
sation for his work is not necessary flowers have white light. When life
because work itself is the compensa- is put on canvas, it becomes beautition. The work is fulfillment of life ful art; when it is manifested in

"

rhythm, it becomes inspiring music;
when put into words, it is a beautiful
poem.

Capital and labor are both impofiallt in industry. One cannot say
which is more important. Both are
equally important. Piano and wastebasket, parlor and bathroom, all are
equally important. Garbage collector, street repairman, d@tor, and merchant - all are important. A11 must
respect each other. Each one must
shine where he is and as he is. Each
one must be the best without any
comparison. Each one must life his
life.
Do not be impatient; forget selfpity. Live life. Be the artist of your
own life. When welivelife, thereis
no argument, no discussion. There
is only life - living and shining.
(Everytday Suchness, p. 109-112)
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by Rev. Koyo S. Kubose

The2000 U.S. presidential election caused thehottest
topic of controversy on the American political scene in
decades. The media coverage of the voting situation
in Florida opened up Pandora's Box. Questions were
raised about the vote-countvalidity in other states tm.
Even the results of past presidential elections could be
viewed in a different light. What a mess! The nation's
eyes were opened to how problematic thevoting system could be. Like noses, everyone had an opinion,
and what fun it was to spout off with 20120 hindsight!
The moral is that once again what we assumed
was a simple, straightforward process was revealed to
involve complex complications. Isn't this how life is?
This reality pertains not only to a national election but
to the politics of power on all levels, right down to an
individual's everyday life. Things go along okay but
with changing conditions, difficulties develop due to
self-centered interests. When things don't go the way
we want, we humans often make things worse by reacting negatively, even engaging in self-destructive
behavior, as well as blaming others, becoming cynical, and so forth.
When things go wrong, we may use euphemisms
like, "What doesn't kill you makes you stronger,' or
"It's a character builder!' However, it really is tnre that
difficulties do provide opportunities for learning experiences that good experiences do not. So, it's because
of the flaws that were revealed in the election process
that leads to reform and improvements. On the personal level, it's the initating people that reveal one's
impatience, and it's the trying people that challenge
one's compassion. In Buddhism, it is said that such
people are Bodhisavattas or teachers in disguise that
offer opportunities to learn about and improve oneself.
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Yet, as human beings we always feel like yelling, "Help!
There are way too many Bodhisavattas running around
outthere!"
Yet, life goes on and it is important to realize and
remind ourselves that it is possible to learn from our mistakes and diffrculties. We should indeed have the attitude
to view problems as opportunities or chdlenges. Of course,
whenever we do learn from a particular mistake or difficulty, this does not mean that we will be able to avoid
other kinds of mistakes or diffrculties in the future. Experience is a great teacher that teaches us in many ways.
Wisdom is a constantjourney.
Adrienne and I journeyed to I-as Vegas in November to attend the annual Chicago All-Clubs Reunion. Did
I gamble? Yes. Did I win? No. Experience is a great
teacher, yet some fools never learn. Hey, wait a minute...
maybe it was because I didn't bring my lucky frog!
As 2000 comes to an end (the year has flown by
almost as fast as my money did in Vegas!), I reflect on my
blessings and realize that despite losses of all kinds and
personal shortcomings of all kinds, I am so fortunate
many ways. I am tremendously blessed with fulfillment
in the two major areas of life: work and love. Having a
loving family that supports me in my Dharma work is a
combination that defies all conceptions of good fortune.
I send out a great 'thought-wave' to share my blessings with all of you. The Kubose Dharma Legacy will be
dedicating our efforts in the new millenium to Rev.
Gyomay M. Kubose and his wisdom in teaching Buddhism
for ordinary people in their everyday lives. May the year
2001 bring all of us deeper understanding of the Dharma.
May we all learn to soften ourjudgmental nature and thus
experience the peace within and harmony with others that
chuacteiznd Rev. Gyomay Kubose' s life.

inr:

Any Year 2OO1 Resolutions?

New Year's Eve Party

yo,

By Rev. Koyo Kubose

An open invitation is extended to Oneness Newsletter
readers to join in our annual New Yeal's Eve Potluck
gathering on December 31. One highlight is a hot sake
toast at midnight. Another highlight is everyone takes
turns striking a bell for a total of 108.
New Year's Eve bell ringing is a traditional Japanese Buddhist ritual that focuses awareness on the 108
"bonno" or human "limitations" such as anger, greed, ignoran@, envy, hafred, arrogance, etc.
Everyone should write down a bonno to work on
for the year 2001. This could be a bad habit, attitude,
grudge, etc. We will have a "Bonno Burning" where
you throw yourbonnopaper into the fireplace as a statement of your wish to get rid of that bonno.
Festivities begin from 8:30 p.m. at Reverend Koyo
and AdrienneKubose's home: 8334 Harding Avenue,
Skokie, Illinois. Harding Avenue is one block east of

Crawford, and thehouseis t/z blocksou0tof MainStreet.
Please RSVP by December 28,2000. Call (847)
677-8211and let us know what kind of pot-luck dish
you willbebringing.
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Call to hear a recorded 2-3 minute teaching.
Tapes changed daily.
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In last year's Winter issue, I invited readers to share their
Year 2000 resolutions with me as part of a procedure to

help them actualize their resolutions. The 3-part procedure consisted of sending me: (1) a Statement of Intention (stating clearly what one desired to accomplish); (2)
an Action Plan (detailing exactly how one planned to
verify or measure one's success); and (3) subsequent
Progress Reports (qpecifying an accountability or re,porting schedule).
In last year' s article, I also said, "If desired, be anonymous- don't use a return address, use a code name, etc.
I wilt just put everything in a file labeled 'Year 2000
Resolutions.' Unless requested otherwise, my role will
not be to offer advice but simply be the repository of an
accountability procedure to facilitate your resolution. "
Several people participated in the Year 2000 Resolution program. Mostpeople sent in quarterly progress
reports and consensus feedback was that the program
was helpful. One person wrote, "Are you going to continue this, to have 'Yeat 2001 Resolutions?' I find it effective; this is the longest I can remember keeping a[ty
new year's resolution. Maybe you could let us know in
the next Oneness Newsletter?'
Ok"y, no problem! I will be glad to receive your
Year 2001 Resolutions. Let's personally challenge
ourselves and go forth confidently into the New Millennium! By the way, my Year 2000 resolution to do
some writing was partially successful. I thank those
of you who encouraged me in various ways. I will
intensify my efforts in the Year 2001. After all, one
of the Eighfold Paths is Right Endeavor;
and one of the Six Paramitas is Virya.
May I be strenuous, energetic, and persevering for the benefit
of all beings!

(Note to "Black
kopard:" a book which
you will find very helpful with your Year 2000
resolution is, "Writing
Down the Bones" by
Natalie Goldberg.)
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WISCONSIN RETREAT
REPORT
In October, I attended a retreat held by Heartland Sangha
at the Plymouthlnstitute, a retreat facility located about 40
minutes north ofMlwaukee. Prior to the retreat, one ofthe
organizers suggested that a good topic I could address at
the retreat would be som*hing that dealt with people's tendency nowadaysto be so "down on life." He said there is an
increase in complaining, blaming, and seeing the negative
side ofthings. It seems many people are not able to let go of
suchthings as regrets and resentments.
To address this topic, I used the theme of "Let go and

gtrow" Atthebeginning ofthe sessiorg I startedwith some
yoga breathing and stretching. Breathing exercises have a
calming and centering effect. Stretching as away ofletting
go oftension and muscle tightness is a good precursor to
mentally loosening up and letting go ofunnecessary thoughts.

.

I then talked about how aspects of"letting go" can be
related to Buddhist teachings. Most ofus have the need to
feel we are in control ofour lives as much as possible. Isn't
a major part of one's life oriented toward trying to control
situations and others so that things go as one wishes? This
might seem to be a natural, adaptive quality that is a good
way to be. However, it is like a two-edged sword that is
both a good tool but also a dangerous instrument that can
cut oneselfifused improperly or carelessly. It is hard to be
balanced as expressed in the Serenity Prayer, "IVay I have
the courage to change what I can; the serenity to accept
what I cannot change; and the wisdom to know the difference." In contrast, most ofus try to control more and more
aspects ofone's life; delusion and desire overwhelm truth
and reality.

It is hard to "let go," trust others, and accept how one's
lifeunfolds. Our assumptions and expectations are mental
consfructiors that interfere with creatively being in ttrc present
moment. As a sensory illustration ofhow we can let go of
our preconceptions about ordinary physical objects and how

we can directly experience the sensory aspects of such objects, we did an exercise called "Blind Object Exploration."
Next, to illustrate interpersonal trust and letting go ofone's
sense of control, we did a "Blind Walk" exercise in which
one person took a blindfolded partner on a walk exploring
the physical surrorndings.

to letgo and change?
Even ifyou really do want to let go, there is no guarantee
that willing oneselfto let go ofsomething *ill automatically
result in a real letting go. In additior\ letting go is a continual
process that needs periodical revisiting and is not necessar-

ily a once and for all, yes-no qpe ofthing. However, the first
crucial step is an increased awareness or raising of one's
consciousness to establish clearly one's intention ofwanting
to let go, and that it's okay to let go. This intention is at the
very core ofa spiritualjourney. One's sincere spiritual intention is indeed a sacred thing. The purpose ofreligious rituals is to consecrate or make sacred such spiritual intentions.- -,
We ended our sessionwith a simple consecration ritual
coming forward to the retreat altar, ringing abell and doing

ofv

Lastly, we did an exercise to facilitate a spiritual letting
go, where the purpose was to loosen up one's attachment to
Universl TeachingsforEveryday
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excessive selfcenteredness, and thus open up a sense
grace in one's life. In a private exercise, each person could
look honestly within oneselfto see what unwanted things
one might let go of.. . things like, fear of death, traumatic
childhood experience, inferiority complex of some sort, a
deep regret or resentment, or a hidden narcissism and hubris (an arrogant self love). Why is it hard to let go? Does
having that attachment do something foryou, perhaps give
you an excuse to stay the way you are? Do you really want

Living
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Gassho. (Rev. Koyo Kubose)
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Keeping Your Balance
on the Bus-ride of Life
ByTateKubose
Despite having around 34,000 students, the University of California, Los Angeles has about 12 parking
locations. And recently, they decided to knock down
a couple of tlrc few parking stnrctures ttrat they do have,
which lowered the numberofparking locations to about
3. Unfortunately, I was not one of the lucky people
who were able to get one of those precious parking
spaces. So, I had to leave my car at home and sarted
to take the bus to school. It was on the bus where I
gained a little bit of understanding about how to deal
with the bumps and turns on the road of life.
I had never really ridden on a bus before, at least
not on a regular basis, so it was a learning experience
for me. As with most things in life, it wasn't as bad as
I thought it would be, and it was actually quite nice to
be able to sit back and read, instead of having to frght
LA traffrc. However, I learned quickly that keeping
your balance on the bus is not as easy as it is in your
car. When you're driving, you know when you're going to turn, how hard you are going to turn, when you're
- going to brake,-andlrw hard' yotr're going to break.
Knowing these things in advance makes it quite easy
to maintain your balance. On the bus, you never quite
know how sharply the driver will turn, or when or how
hard he or she will accelerate or brake. This can lead
to a very unstable ride.
While sitting on the bus during my first few rides,
I would try to anticipate the bus driver's next moves,
and compensate for them, in an attempt to keep my
balance. So, if we were going to turn right soon, I
would push on the floor with my left foot, trying to
frght the swaying momentum of the bus as it veered
around the corner. Likewise, when the bus was slowing down, I would lean hard on my toes, so that I
wouldn't fly forward into the seat in front of me. For
days this went on, me fighting the bus, trying not to
bumpinto theperson sining next to me, and trying not
to get knocked off balance. It made the rides quite
difficult. Then one day, I looked around at the other
people on the bus. No one else seemed to be having
such a difficult time with the sudden stops, starts, and
turns of the bus. Everyone else looked quite relaxed
as they dozeA, read their bools, or gazedout the window. No one else seemed to fight the bus as I had
been doing, yet they did not topple over when the bus
turned or stopped.

So, I changed my shategy. Instead of fighting the
changing momentum of the bus, I would sway with it,
and lean slightly into the turns or stops. This made the
ride much easier. I no longer had to exert effort to maintain my balance. Instead, I became one with the bus,
and one with the other passengers, as we all leaned and
swayed with the changing course of the bus. My rides
became much more relaxing, and I no longer had topay
attention to what the bus was doing. I didn't need to
know if it was stopping or turning. When it turned, I
turned. When it stop@, I stopped. No more frghting,
just a little lean here or there and I was able to achieve a
ride as easy as if I were driving the bus myself.
And it was with my new-found peaceful coexistence
with the bus that I found a life lesson. Irt's face it: life,
much like a bus ride, is largely out of our control. We
may think we know where we're heading, but it's really
not up to us. We can choose which bus to board, but we
can't make it go to where we want to go. We can only
hope that we planned well and that there alen't any accidents along the way to the next stop. Also like a bus
ride, life is not always straight, and not always smooth,
and we can't always anticipate what will happen next.
Instead of trying to anticipate everything, and instead of
fighting the changes in momentum, it's much easier to
accept the change as it happens, lean a bit into it, and
wait until itpasses. And the otherpeople around you on
the bus, who I tried so hard to avoid bumping into (for
fear of offending them), they all understand that occasionally, the bus will carch you off-guard, and cause you
to bump into someone. And like the people on the bus,
the people in your life know that you can't help but lean
on them sometimes. They don't mind, because thereare
times when they will lean on you, too.
So, I learned that riding the bus isn't so bad, and you
can even leam something from it. Don't fight the changes.
kan into them, and they will pass before you know it.
And those people around you who you try so hard not to
offend? Well, if they really didn't want to be near you,
they'd move. And if you happen to lean on them sometimes to help regain your balance? It's ohy, they are
happy to help. You may not be able to control life, but
trying to fight it only makes it harder. I hope that life
doesn't throw too many unexpected changes your way,
but if it does, come sit by me. We can lean into them
together.
(Tate is the grandson of Rev. Gyomay and Minnie Kubose and the
son of Rev. Koyo and Adrienne Kubose. Tate recently earned his
Ph.D. in cognitive psychology at UCLA. He is currently a postdoctoral fellow at Columbia University in New York.)
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Reader Replies
Mahalo for the Hawaiian Conference Report by Rev.
Koyo Kubose. Being a kona girl away from home for decades, I can relate to Kona's gentle Dharma breeze, the
blue sky, sunsets, lava rock, saimin noodles, and even the
vog and am happy that our special senseis were there to
experience the same.
Naturalness as 'come as you are," dualities of goodbad, selfothers in slash form (orjust "suchness"), lifebeing a "Mystery to be lived, not a problem to be solved, "
not a question of "win or lose" were just the advice I
needed to remember when I was briefly "down on life. " I
may have found these concepts elucidated in works of a
Tibetan nun and a rabbi but our senseis have made me
realize that they were all there in Shin teaching. Now I
find them in theTannisho. Ignorance is notbliss, oneneeds
to be alert. T.A. (New YorD

RickAmaizD.C.(AL)
Elizabeth Bahe (IL)
Borders Books (Honolulu, HI)
Borders Books (Kahului, HI)
Borders Books (I-eVergne, TN)
Borders Books (Tacoma, WA)
Borders Books (Torrance, CA)
Barbara and Barry Brennan (HI)
Buddhist Temple of Chicago
Coleman Byrnes (WA)

Terry Cichocki (IL)
Catherine and David Colburn (CA)
WalterEbizu (HI)
Dan Fraser (CA)
John and Gladys Fujiunre (NV)
RuthFunai (NI)
Dennis Gainer ([N)
James Geisendorfer (WI)
Merry Hirata (IL)
M/M Kenji Hirats (IL)
Hmpe Hmgrvanji Missim of llawaii

Namiyellanamto (IL)
In Memory of Mother and Sister

Joel Peck (NJ)

KennethRenwick (CA)

KanaiFanily@)

I-owell Richardson (MN)
John Ruh (IL)
SumieSueishi (HI)

In Memory of Yukio Kanai
Nancy Kondo (IL)
In Memory of Raymond Isani Kondo

WillianW. Suther(Il)
June Sutlerfield (HI)
J. Toguri Merchantile Co.

(IL)

MaryC.Kuihiro

RuthTokumi (HI)
U.S. Catholic Conference
(Washington, D.C.)
ClaraUechi (HI)

InMemory of Sam and Hisal<o Hasuile
GerdaMuri (IL)
In Memory of Frank Gomez

Sallea Unger (AZ)
MarkTaMonUttech (WI)

Joyce

(IL)

In Memory of Rev. G.M.

LynneKataoka (CA)
M/MIC H. KintrB(CA)
H. Masrmto(rt )

-MichikoMukai(CA)
Oda (IL)
-Lucy
Suzie Sato (AZ)

(IL)

Kubose

Edie end Wally Mercereau (NC)
Renee Muralcemi (WI)

:.Rev. Minoru Tada (Japan)
:Motoo & Angie Tsrmeyoshi (CA)

Bety Nornendin (CA)

:..ClaraUechi (HI)
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S&ephanie Nakanishi

(IL)

In Memory of Ada.m Ranskin

raig &Roxanna Shimiar (IL)

KethlenMcllraith (TX)

(IL)

InMemory ofErtc Fujiwara

George Oya (NV)

ShigltamiMD

George and Ritsuko Inouye

Wayne & Tomiko Fujiwara

Edna Ozawa (CA)

Samuel Watanabe

:

.

ering 2000. His sense of humor made us look at the
Dharma wittr a different light which was delightful. . . Your
Oneness newsletter is interesting and informative. I am
looking forward to rereiving more from the Kubose
Dharma l*gacy.I feel fortunate to have met Rev.
Gyomay Kubose when I lived in Chicago from 1956 to
1957.Iust listening to his message once converted me
from a Baptist to a Buddhist. I felt I really discovered
who I was all the time even though I attended Christian
Sunday School for about 8 years.
I hope to meet Rev. Koyo Kubose and hear his
teachings again soon. With much Aloha and Gassho.
R. S.T. (Honolulu, Hawaii)

Lucy Oda (IL)
Yuji andEimi Okano (CA)

Ben&KimiEnta@)
-DanFraser(CA)
Hirao Smokylfino(Il.)

Ryolmamun(WA)

Thank you to Rev. Koyo Kubose for sharing the Dharma
with us at Waikoloa for the Hawaii Conference Gath-

Akira & Mart8 Nakao (L)
In Memory of Willian Durga
Nancy Schafher (IL)
In Memory of Ha* Chapin
Allen &Fay Shiniar (IL)
In Memory of Lillian Shimizu
Samuel Watanabe (IL)

In Memory of Fuher
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DONATION

a

Books by Rev. Gvomav Kubose

a

Name:

a
a

EVERYDAY SUCHNESS. A classic collection of short
articles first published in 1967, hailed as one of the most

Addess:

significant books in Buddhism because of its simple expfanaticnc and reference to everyday lite. 112 pages.

City/Shte/Zp:

THE CENTER WlTHlN. This continues the approach of
'Everyday Suchness" and speaks directy to the ordinary
layperson. The collection
58 essays reflects Rev.
Kubose's unique, dowrrto-earth presentation of the Dharma
teachings wtrich offer to all people a richer, more meaningtul life. 134 pages.
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a
a
a
a
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General Donation:

O

Memorial

Donation:

a
o
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

$

In Memory of:

THE CENTER WITHIN audio cassette; 3 hours.
AftIERICAN BUDDHISM. Covers a brief history

/ BOOK ORDERS

of Bud-

O lwould like to order the books marked below:

a
a

problems in terminology and misunderstandings common
to Westemers. 29 pages.

a
a
a
a
a
a

Evcryday Suchncss

Translations by Rev. Gvomav Kubose
THE FUNDAMENTAL SPIRIT 0F BUDDHISM uy ttaya
Akegarasu (Rev. Gyomay Kubose's teacher). Translated
by Rev. Kubose, this book gives an idea of Rev.
Akegarasu's life (1877-1954) and teachings. 87 pages.

Thc Ccntcr Within
Thc Ccnt.r Within AudioT.pca

o

Amcric.n Buddhism

a
a

Thc Fundamcnt.lSpirit of Buddhism

a

a

Tan Butsu Gc

GE. (Translation and commentary). This

suba tells the story of Dharmakara who became Amitabha,

the Buddha of lnfinite Ught. 56 pages.
HEART OF THE GREAT WISDOM SUTRA. (Iranslation
and commentary). This strba deals wi0r the teachings of
non-self and nothingness. 35 pages.

Recommended Books

Invi3iblc Eycl.shcs

$12 00
$

15.00

Rivcr ot Fira, Rivcr of Watcl

s

1

Thc Monk Who D.rcd

$15.95

Zcn Thcr.py

s19.95

Shipping

- $3.00

2.00

firsthro books and

50cpe itemhereafter.

IiWISIBLE EYEI-ASHES by Rev. Nikkyo Niwano. Combines time-honored Buddhist teachings and stodes with
examples from modem life to show how attitude affects
happiness and how flexibilig of mind helps us grow spirifually, making us more productive at work and befter able
to relate to others. 175 pages.

OCEAN: AN INTRODUCTI0N TO JODO-SHINSHU
BUDDHISM lN AMERICA by Rev. Kenneth K. Tanaka.
Uses a question and answer format to present JodoShinshu Buddhism and to answer questions frequently
asked by non-Buddhists. This book can help Jodo-Shinshu
Buddhists understand their own religious tadition and also
help in communicating it to others. 270 pages.
RIVER 0F FIRE, RIVER 0F WATER by Taitebu Unno. lntoduces the Pure Land badition of Shin Buddhism using

personal anecdotes, stories, and poetry. The Pure Land
practice is harmonious with dai[ life, making it easily
adaptable for seekers today. Wilh spidtual insight and
unparalleled scholarship, this book is an important step
forward for Buddhism in America. 24rt pages.

r'lJ
af

dhism in America, Four Noble Truths, Eightfold Path,

TAN BUTSU

a
a
a
a
a
a

fl

Payabte

to: Kubose Dharma Legacy
8334 Harding Ave., Skokie, lllinois 60076

ooaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

THE MONK WHO DARED by Ruth M. Tabrah. A historical
novel of Shinran, the founder of Jodo-Shinshu Buddhism.
Set in 13th century this story covers the drama and crucial
inner changes of Shinran's life. 329 pages.

? potent source of inspiration for anyone interested in the therapeutic potential of
Buddhism...offers readers in the West a ftesh perspective
on Buddhist psychology and demonstrates how Zen Buddhist techniques are integrated into psychotherapy... and
with the help of vivid case studies, clearly demonstrates
how a Buddhist approach can provide a practical path to
personal groMh." 280 pages.
ZEN THEMPY by David Brazier.
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Theme:

Celebration

hrrpose: To encourage a youthful spirit of expressing exuberance and joy.
Method: "High-Five Gassho: " Starting in traditional Gassho position, change to a one-hand Gassho
while using the other hand to exchange a 'high five' with someone; finish with traditional Gassho.
(Note: High-Five Gassho is an idea from

Iheme:

a

pre-school child in Hawaii)

Flexibility of Attitude

hrrpose: Irssen self-victimization due to an "either-or" attitude; instead, think more in terms of
adjustable curves rather than rigid straight lines.
Method: When stubbornness causes suffering in 2001, Year of the Snake, encourage attitude flexibility by doing the "Snake Gassho:" While doing Gassho, move hands in a flowing S-shape move-

ment.

(Smi$

Theme: Parent-ChildFun
hrrpose: To integrate playfulness and spirituality.
Method: 'Barney High-Five Gassho:" With parent moving Barney puppet's arms, do the'HighFive' Gassho with child; yell "Hey!" together.

